
TeamUp Lift Strap™ 
 

Are you looking for a way to easily lift and carry heavy 
furniture? 

Are you moving houses but want to save money on 
professional movers? 

Do you suffer from back pain and are scared to aggravate it 
due to lifting heavy items? 

  
You can effortlessly move furniture and other weighty items from one 
room—or one home—to another without risks of back, neck, and 

shoulder injuries for those doing the heavy lifting. 
TeamUp Lift Strap™ helps reduce muscle strain while moving bulky, 

awkward items like dressers, appliances, and entertainment centers. 
These straps and harnesses take pressure off of the back, leaving the 

hands free to navigate and balance during the move. 
With TeamUp Lift Strap™ you can carry large items of up to 800 lbs 
without even knowing it. It makes it feel 66% lighter and easier to move 

heavy objects. 
It works well for carrying large furniture up the stairs and the items do 

not slip out. 
 
WHO CAN USE TEAMUP LIFT STRAPTM? 

Whether you are a professional mover, delivery team, warehouse/factory 
worker, or simply moving residences, you can move large objects while 

keeping your hands free to maneuver doors, manage stairs, and stabilize 
items even better without putting the lifting strain on your arms. 

  
 



WHY CHOOSE TEAMUP LIFT STRAPTM? 

• Ergonomically designed to promote and facilitate proper lifting 

techniques 

• Built with heavy-duty materials, can lift up to 800 lbs. 

• Keep arms/hands free to stabilize load, open doors, and for overall 

balance. 

• Versatility - Due to the seemingly unlimited adjustability of the 

strap through the buckle, users can move and lift heavy, bulky 
furniture easier than ever. 

• One size fits all - Differences in the height of movers are overcome 

due to the adjustability of the webbing through the buckle. 

• Extra wide strap- A much thicker strap distributes weight more 

uniformly as well as more comfortably than traditional systems. 

• Saves space for storage unlike traditional wheeled dolly. 

• Protects your back and shoulders from pain and strain by ensuring 

proper lifting techniques and utilizing the body's strongest 
muscles, the legs and torso. 

• Saves floors from scratches, dents, scuffs and scrapes that dollies 

and hand trucks can leave behind. 

• Saves you money on professional movers. 

• Saves time and energy while maintaining safety. 

  
PACKAGE INCLUDES 
2 harnesses, 2 carrying strap 

 
PRODUCT DETAILS 

Manufacturer                                   _________ 
Part Number                                     _________ 
Item Weight                                       2.59 pounds 



Product Dimensions                     11.63 x 8.38 x 2.75 inches 
Item model number                     _________ 

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer          No 
Size                                                      1-pack 

Color                                              Orange 
Style                                               lifting strap 

Material                                           Polypropylene Webbing, Steel Buckle 
Item Package Quantity                1 
Included Components                 2 harnesses, 2 carrying strap  

Batteries Included?                 No 
Batteries Required?                     No 

Warranty Description                 Lifetime warranty against 
manufacturer defects 

  

FAQ 
Q: Is the system adjustable? 

A: Yes. you can adjust the height by inches moving between 3 slots on 
each side. 

Q: Does this work with two people of different heights? 
A: Yes, just adjust the crossover straps, longer on the taller person and 
shorter on the shorter person. 

Q: Can this product be used by a single person instead of two? 
A: No. It is designed for two person use. 

Q: Does this come with an instruction manual? 
A: Yes, it comes with instructions for use 

Q: What is the maximum weight capacity for the strap? 
A: 800 lbs. 
Q: How do I know what size to purchase? 

A: It is one size fits all. 


